MAILING ADDRESS: EAA Aviation Center, PO Box 3086, Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086

MISSION: To grow participation in aviation by sharing “the spirit of aviation.”

YEAR FOUNDED: 1953

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP: Approximately 177,000

WEBSITE: www.eaa.org

NAME, SCOPE AND SCHEDULE OF PUBLICATIONS:

*Experimenter and Sport Aviation are operated by EAA staff and contributors.*

**Sport Aviation** – Published monthly and distributed to all EAA members. Scope ranges from current aviation-related news to how-to, safety and construction articles, restoration techniques, aircraft features and monthly columns.

**Experimenter** – A monthly digital magazine for individuals that have an interest in learning about building as well as flying experimental aircraft. The digital magazine also addresses questions, identifies and explains fears and apprehensions, and provides learning tips for prospective and new builders.

**Vintage Airplane, Warbirds and Sport Aerobatics** are publications from EAA’s Communities for those who have an interest in specific areas of aviation.

**Vintage Airplane** – Published bimonthly and distributed to all Vintage Aircraft Association members. The magazine deals specifically with maintenance, safety and restoration of antique, classic and contemporary classic aircraft. Also includes how-to articles, reports on antique and classic aircraft restoration and fly-ins, monthly columns and editorials.

**Warbirds** – Published eight times a year and distributed to EAA Warbirds of America Division members. The magazine deals with the maintenance, safety and restoration of Warbird aircraft. Also includes how-to articles, specific aircraft restoration case histories, monthly columns and editorials.

**Sport Aerobatics** – Published monthly and distributed to EAA International Aerobatic Club (IAC) members. The magazine deals primarily with maintenance and safety articles that related to aerobatic aircraft owners and competitors. Also includes articles on aerobatic judging, technical tips, monthly columns and editorials.

ANNUAL DUES:

- EAA Membership (regular or corporate) – $40
- EAA Membership Plus Spouse – $50
- Student Membership (age 18 or under) – $10
- Vintage Aircraft Association (must be an EAA member to join) – $42
- Warbirds of America (must be an EAA member to join) – $45
- International Aerobatic Club (must be an EAA member to join) – $45

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES:

The annual EAA AirVenture (www.airventure.org) gathering is known as one of the world’s largest and most significant aviation events. Each summer in Oshkosh, Wis., more than 500,000 people and 10,000 airplanes attend a week-long celebration of flight. EAA AirVenture features nearly 1,000 educational forums, seminars and workshops presented by the top names in aviation. It also includes competition judging of the best aircraft in a variety of different categories, from design and restoration to actual construction.

EAA also has a very active network of Chapters located worldwide. Many of the nearly 1,000 EAA Chapters sponsor their own fly-Ins, workshops, airport days and other aviation-related events. EAA Chapters alone account for more than 14,000 aviation activities each year.